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In the history of a nation, there are some crucial dates when history takes
the turn because of significant incidents that occurred which shaped the future
course of history. Say for example, the year 1857. The freedom war that took
place on a particular day in this year changed the future course of history of our
great country – Bharatvarsh. Similarly, there are some crucial dates in the sociocultural and political life of our state Arunachal Pradesh. One such date is the
day when “Elam Kebam” was first formally constituted by Talom Rukbo - the
great visionary and epoch-maker of our state. This has awakened us to rise and
work for preservation, protection and promotion of our age-old colorful culture
and religion. The 31st of December last year (2007) was another date when
Indigenous Faith and Cultural Society of Arunachal Pradesh had organized a
grand public rally at Itanagar and simultaneously at other 85 places of the state
where in the various aspects of our religion and culture were discussed. The total
89 dedicated participants from other seven states of NE region took part in this
noble program. The people of Arunachal Pradesh were energized and
enlightened about the lurking danger on the indigenous faith and colorful culture.
Now, this program-the Yuva Sammelan (Youth Convention) on 29,30 November
and 1st December this year. This program will prove to be another mile stone in
the socio-cultural and religious life of Arunachali people. This program-the Yuva
Sammelan is dedicated to the youths of society. The youths are the vital section
of any community. They are the vehicle of virtuous reformation, constructive and
qualitative transformation and progressive promotion of the society in the field of
religion and culture, economy, education, healthcare and all other spheres of
human life.
The great Talom Rukbo had visualized the significance of unity, integrity
and amity in the society for its prosperous living. He mooted the idea and started
organizing the people under the aegis of Elam Kebam. After a long march, it is
now in the form of Indigenous Faith and Cultural Society of Arunachal Pradesh
which is nothing but the socio-cultural and religious reformation movement in this
bordering state adjoining China. It aims to undertake the activities which will
promote our religion and culture and enthuse spirituality in the life of the people.
Our organization also aims to cooperate with government in such endeavors
which will promote the spiritual life of the people of the state. We cooperate with
such non-governmental organizations (NGOs) who are serving the society with
similar aims and objectives. On this occasion, let me draw your attention on
some of the glaring and grave dangers lurking on our state.
The Threat from China
A vibrant and progressive society is always alert against the dangers.
There are some divisive forces active in the state to weaken our society. The
neighboring country China is a communist and expansionist country. It has
swallowed Tibet and Taiwan. The Tibetans and Taiwanis are subjected to in

human treatments. China has caused genocide of Tibetan people to suppress
the Tibetan revolt. “Tibet is now dying under Chinese iron-fist rule,” thus said
Dalai Lama. Under the cover of the slogan-Hindu Chini bhai–bhai and joint
declaration of Panchsheel (five point peace doctrine) including peaceful coexistence and no aggression on the territories of each other by Nehru and Chaoen-Lai, China attacked Bharatvarsh too and Arunachal Pradesh was the worst
victim of that Chinese aggression in 1962. The Chinese army captured Tawang
and reached upto Bomdilla near Tezpur in Assam.
Since then, China is illegally occupying 43,180 sq. km. of Jammu and
Kashmir including 3,180 sq. km. illegally ceded to Beijing by Islamabad under
Sino-Pakistan Boundary Agreement 1963. On the other hand, China accuses
Bharatvarsh of possessing some 90,000 sq km of Chinese territory mostly in
Arunachal Pradesh. Thus, China is a constant threat to Arunachal Pradesh. What
is more worrying factor to us – the Arunachali people is the knee-jerk response of
Delhi to this China threat. It is not the Delhi politicians but the people of this state
who will be immediate target of Chinese aggression. China is often making claim
on Arunachal Pradesh. During a public rally at Itanagar on January 31, 2008 at
the time of Arunachal visit Prime Minister Manmohan Singh declared “ Arunchal
Pradesh was our land of rising sun.” This has been followed by another
declaration of External Affairs Minister Pranab Mukherjee which says that
Arunachal Pradesh is the integral part of Bharatvarsh and it has special place in
our heart. Shri. Mukherjee was speaking as Chief Guest at the 8th Buddha
Mahotsava at Tawang-the border town adjacent to China on 9.11.2008. He also
told the people that no settled population would be exchanged. But China angrily
rejected Delhi’s assertion that Arunachal is the integral part of Bharatvarsh
insisting that Beijing never recognized McMahon line and that the status of the
border state was “never officially demarcated.” Chinese Foreign Ministry
spokesman Qin Gang said in Beijing that New Delhi had not taken into account
the “historical facts”. We do not know what historical fact Qin Gang was referring
to. The McMahon line – the demarcation line, drawn up in the map referred to the
Simla Convention 1914. Although China disputes its legal status, this McMahon
line is currently the effective boundary between Bharatvarsh and China. The
special representatives of Prime Minister of Bharatvarsh and China have
completed 12 rounds of talks but in vain.
Nothing fruitful has come out so far. There are problems in identification of
land between the two countries. The people of Arunachal Pradesh are highly
relieved after Manmohan Singh’s declaration followed by Pranab Mukherjee’s
statement that no power can snatch the border state or any part of it including
Tawang. The people of Arunachal Pradesh in general and those of Tawang in
particular had been living in constant fear as China repeatedly claimed the state
as its territory. We appreciate our Chief Minister Dorjee Khandu for emphatically
taking up with Central Government the issue of territorial integrity of the state, its
economic development and terrorism. There is a vast difference between the
situations in 1962 when China attacked our country and that of today. Both the
countries – Bharatvarsh and China have become nuclear power and both are
fastest growing economies. We need peace to sustain our high rate of growth.

But the people of Arunachal Pradesh should not rest assured that nothing will
happen to Arunachal Pradesh because of political statement made by Prime
Minister and External Affair Minister. The people of the state particularly the
border communities should always be watchful and alert against silent Chinese
aggression experienced very often in the past. Because of Bharatvarsh’s
deterrent nuclear power and military might, China may not declare an open war
against the country but it is engaged in sustained shadow war against us. There
may not be Chinese footprints in Assam’s blast on October 30, 2008 but
intelligence sources say the Chinese have been active in the region for
sometimes. Over the past four decades immediately after 1962 war, China have
been keeping up the pressure on Delhi in indirect ways the traditionally active
arms supply channel which provides fire-arms and explosives to the northeastern
insurgent groups. The trade routes in the region are fluid particularly where the
Myanmar and China borders meet.
In recent months, intelligence sources say the Chinese have managed to
increase the flow of funds into these groups. The weapons recovered from
insurgents are reported to be Chinese make. What is more worrying to GOI is
that these arms supplies may not be directly sourced. The NSCN has direct link
to Chinese intelligence agencies whereas ULFA and other northeast insurgent
groups could be working in tandem with groups like NSCN. Chinese intelligence
collaborates with Myanmar army to smuggle arms into Bharatvarsh through the
tri-border. As reported in media, arms also come in from China’s Yunnan
province into Ruili in Myanmar and then transported by truck up towards the
Bharatiya border. These weapons carry no country markings though the
intelligence groups are almost certain that they emanate from the Chinese. The
GOI should establish army posts at all the strategic places closest to international
border to have round the clock vigil over Chinese movement. The state
Government and the people of the bordering areas have greater responsibility to
guard the international border. They should have a close liason with Bharatiya
Army posted to guard the international border. The state government should
prohibit the establishment of any Church and Madrasssa in these sensitive
zones. We appreciate Union Government for awarding us a financial package of
Rs. 20,000 crores (Twenty thousand crores). Arunachal Pradesh is most
peaceful and insurgency free state in whole of the Northeast zone barring few
terrorist activities done by both the factions-National Socialist Council of
Nagaland
(Isak-Muivah) and NSCN (Khaplang) supported by Nagaland
Churches in Changlang and Tirap Districts. Thus, the demand of Peace Bonus
by the state Government is fully justified. Similarly, Green Bonus is also a
genuine demand of the state because the state loses Rs. 70 crore revenue per
year since 1996 after the Supreme Court banned timber activity. It was not the
fault of the state and it should be compensated for maintaining the biodiversity
with 83 percent forest cover.
We support the state governments’ efforts in this regard. The Cabinet
decision to open two degree colleges – one in Kurung Kumey district and the
other in East Kameng district is highly appreciated because both these districts
are remote, inaccessible and relatively backward. The people of the area will be

very much benefited by these colleges.We also appeal to the Central
Government to fulfill the aspirations of the people of Arunachal Pradesh. Today
corruption is the bane of the problem. This corruption comes from top to the
bottom. It is never the vice-versa. It is, therefore, the duty of the people of the
state particularly the youths to remain vigilant to ensure that the budgetary funds
are judiciously spent for the projects/works it is approved for.
The conflict over conversion
The Church’s aim is to create Christian solidarity on one hand and
religious antagonism on the other. A variety of methods are applied to achieve
this goal. To establish a church at every hearing distance throughout Bharatvarsh
and convert as many Hindus as they can, are the ultimate target of Pope in
Vatican, World Council of Churches, World Vision and Baptist World Alliance
(BWA) in league with Christian countries like USA, UK, France and all other
European countries.
The church works on following five points agenda –
1.
Create a minority through conversion to Christianity
2.
Give them nationality viz. Nagas and Mizos
3.
Instigate the Christians to demand an independent country and
revolt against elected government
4.
Organize armed training to insurgents and supply them the firearms
5.
Mobilize international support through propaganda mechanism
The history of Mizo revolt in early nineties and sustained Naga insurgency
and their demand for independent Nagaland reveal this fact. The active support
of Rev. Michael Scott and Billy Grahm – the British missionaries to Naga
insurgency through Phizo and his Naga National council (NNC) from the very
beginning in 1947 till now has gone on record in the history.
The active support of Bush Government of USA to Naga insurgent
organizations is known to Govt. of India, media and the awakened section of the
society. It is a different matter that even after having the complete and compiled
information about this, GOI does not take any action for obvious reasons. Delhi
durbar is surrounded and manned by such elements that appear to have
sympathy with these divisive forces, neglecting the unity, integrity and
sovereignty of the country.
Taking the advantage of disunity in Hindu society, their doctrine of sarva
dharma samabhav (equal status to all religions) and silent support to Church by
the various Governments in the states and Centre, a variety of methods are
adopted by the Christians for achieving this goal. Among them a very effective
input comes from educational institutions, hospitals, camouflaged NGOs and
other service activities. These are the institutions which prepare a fertile ground
for conversion on one hand and provide an effective shield to their anti-national
and anti-social activities on the other. In addition to these activities a door to door
contact with the Bible in vernacular language to be free distributed,
condemnation of native Gods and Goddesses, demonization of native sociocultural organizations, distortion of history and anthropology, causing mass

conversion, breeding insurgency and finally leading to a secessionist militant
movement are but few projects which church works on.
The Nagaland Baptist Council of Churches (NBCC) and National Socialist
Council of Nagaland (Isak-Muivah-NSCN-IM) have stated few years before that
they have 10,000 missionaries ready to preach the gospel in the un-reached
people (followers of native religions) living in neighboring states of NE region,
Nepal and Myanmar. Arunachal Pradesh is their first and foremost target. NSCN
(IM) and Nagaland Churches are helping each other in this task. There is another
threat to state boundary of the state adjoining Nagaland. NSCN (IM) claims few
districts of Arnachal Pradesh including Changlang and Tirap to be incorporated
into their proposed Greater Nagaland. They have shown a large portion of our
state into the map of Greater Nagaland distributed among their sympathizer
countries. NSCN (IM) has an eye on thick forest cover of our state after
destroying all the forests in Nagaland.
Conversion is a violence
The conversion of even an individual caused grave disruption. His family
is torn apart. Tensions erupt in the community. This is all the more so because
after converting him, in several instances during the conversion proceedings
themselves, the converters make the person do and say things that grievously
offend the original community of the person; the individual is led to not just
repudiate but denounce gods and rituals in which he has grown up, to do things
which is forbidden in his original religion or community, for instance, to demolish
the mandirs and to eat the flesh of cow, dog, bulls and buffaloes which are
prohibited. These things do not happen accidentally. They are designed, on the
one hand, to cut finally, dramatically inflicting psychological violence-such
residual cords which may still survive in the individual’s mind and on the other,
their object is to make it that much more difficult for the individual to revert to his
original community.
What the person has done – the abuse he may have hurled at the native
gods and goddesses, the food he may have taken in the feast after conversion
ceremony – get known to his family and community, information about it is
deliberately passed to the family and community. Angered, the family and the
community distance from the man-the prey of the church. And there is the other
side, as he is no longer able to return to his family and community; he completely
becomes dependent on his new “family” and “community.” Finally, the whole
converted community becomes totally dependent on foreign funded Church after
being cut-off from their forefathers’ roots. Naga Society and Mizo society are
glaring testimony to this conspiracy. There is another aspect of conversion
crusade. This conversion is a political conquest which is why, Christianity and
empire have always gone hand-in-hand. Currently, the National Association of
Asian Indian Christians in USA, Inc. Indian Christian Forum and Gujarat Christian
Federation have joined hands to invite Western Christian intervention to facilitate
Christian conversion in Bharatvarsh. If the religion is being exchanged like a
market commodity, does the missionary have the license to conduct such
transaction? Bharatvarsh is fully aware that almost all western governments
provide generous funding to evangelists; this has a political and not a religious

objective. Israel was created by dumping European Jews on Palestine; East
Timor was created by a full-scale conversion of Muslims in that part of Indonesia.
Bishop Carlos Bello and Dr. Jose Ramos Horta – the Christian rebel leader
shared the Nobel Peace Prize for creating a Christian country – East Timor out of
Indonesia. Ang San Sui Kui – is another Christian rebel lady who has been
awarded Nobel Peace Prize for leading the armed revolt against the established
government in Myanmar. Similar mechanism is also applied here in our country.
We all know that Mother Teresa was awarded Nobel Peace Prize for
success in conversion business but Mahatma Gandhi was ignored because he
fought against white aggression in South Africa and Bharatvarsh.
The freedom of religion guaranteed in our constitution (art. 25) does not
allow the right to convert in any manner. The various provisions of the
constitution pertaining to freedom of religion are misinterpreted to suit the
conversion business of church. However, there are some ambiguity in the
various provisions of constitution pertaining to freedom of religion, human rights
and freedom of expression.
Notwithstanding, there are some self-contradicting provisions too and the
divisive forces are making full use these provisions to weaken the county. We
propose to set up a Constitution Review Committee to suggest suitable
amendments to curb the misuse of constitutional provisions by disruptive forces
On the eve of the year 1999, Pope declared, “In first millennium the
Europe was won over to Christ, in second millennium the Africa subcontinent
was harvested by the Church and now in third millennium, the Asia subcontinent
is our target.” In compliance to Pope’s declaration, all the Christian countries,
Vatican and Church organizations are working in complete cohesion to convert
Hindu Bharatvarsh into a Christian India. These countries have parallel
budgetary fund earmarked to be granted to such NGOs, multinational
companies, politicians and political parties, intelligence agencies, educational
institutions and other service projects, banks and financial institutions who are
helping Church through hawala. That is why, a rapid construction of Churches at
every strategic places in Arunachal Pradesh are taking place in quick
succession. We are afraid if conversion in Arunachal Pradesh is not checked
today, the peace will disappear and the state will suffer from terrorism like
Nagaland, Manipur and Tripura.
In our country, the simple janjatis are most vulnerable due to lack of
education and other human amenities. The people of Arunachal Pradesh are no
exception. There was a time in 1978 when even Mother Teresa was prevented
from entering into Arunachal Pradesh. The Freedom of Religion Bill 1978 was
passed in Arunachal Assembly headed by Gegong Apong. This was approved by
Lt. Governor K.A.A. Raja. The Religion Bill was assented by President of
Bharatvarsh but the operative rule has not yet been framed by the government
for the reasons not known to us. The situation in our state has changed to such
an extent that the State Government has allowed establishing two Bishop
Houses – one at Itanagar in the west and the other at Miao in the east.
The Vatican is pouring uncountable money to establish church, missionary
schools and service projects which are causing mass conversion of the people.

The people of Arunachal Pradesh are opposing and requesting State
Government and Central Govt. to check the inflow of missionaries but the
governments have turned deaf year to this cry of people. The Baptist
missionaries from Nagaland and the Presbyterian missionaries of Mizoram are in
bee-line to enter into the state and victimize Arunachali people. Along with the
Naga missionaries the Naga militants have come and they are helping the
conversion business at gun point. Anybody opposing this conspiracy are
threatened of dire consequences. The conversion incidents followed by Naga
militancy in the districts of Changlang and Tirap are testimony to this fact.
The religion and culture of Nagas and those of Mizos have been
completely uprooted. Traditional village institutions have been demolished. The
customary laws are twisted.
The complete westernization has taken place. The honesty, hospitality and
hard work were once the hallmark of Naga society. The simple and honest
Nagas have been replaced by the sophisticated and clever Nagas. The Christian
Nagas condemn their own forefathers as wild, savage, naked and satan
worshipper. The Naga civilization is on the verge of extinction. All these negative
development have occurred due to conversion to Christianity. It is very often
reported that 40,000 Nagas have been killed because of Naga insurgency. Now
also, the killing, looting and extortion are the order of the day in Nagaland.
People are crying for peace but it is no where to be seen. The church is in the
bottom of all these upheavals.
Arunachal Pradesh is still an island of peace only because of the fact that
majority of Arunachalis are followers of native religion. If the people of Arunachal
Pradesh desire for a permanent peace and prosperity, the conspiracy hatched by
the church must be foiled and the innocent and simple people must be prevented
from falling prey of the “Saviours of Soul,” “Preachers of Peace” and
“Messengers of God” - the missionaries, so that our ancient religion and culture
are protected, The underground activities which surfaced after a sizeable number
of people got converted to Christianity in Changlong and Tirap, should be an eye
opener to us. In this context, I would like to quote a South African philosopher
Jomo Kenyata who said, “When Christian missionaries came to South Africa they
had Bible in their hand and we had land in our hand. The missionaries asked us
to open our hands, close our eyes and pray. We did so and when we opened our
eyes we found that Bible was in our hand and the land was in their hand.” Noted
Gandhian G.C Kumarappa said, “All the countries of the world have three types
of defence (i) Army (ii) Navy and (iii) Air Force but the Christian countries have
fourth type of army i.e. Church Army. The youths who have assembled here in
this congregation should make a note of these historical facts pertaining to
Church. The Niyogi Commission Report 1956 is another authentic document
which throws enough light on church’s hidden agenda. Further, the church is the
enemy of ancient civilizations. It has slaughtered Red Indians of America like
Cheroki, Aztec, Inca and Maya. The Christian missionaries looted them and killed
their civilizations. The support to apartheid rule in South Africa and life
imprisonment of Nelson Mandela narrate the gory tales of white Christians. The
foreign funded Church has erased scores of native civilizations from the face of

the earth. The people of Arunachal Pradesh must check this missionary menace
if they want a peaceful co-existence and prosperous future. We must draw a
lesson from the murder of Swami Lakshamananand Saraswati of Kandhmal,
Orissa whom the Arch Bishop of Cuttack – Cheenath Raphel and his coterie of
criminals managed to kill because the Swami was working from 1947 onwards
for the total upliftment of the janjati communities and was opposing cow
slaughter. These charitable activities of Swamiji were considered as great hurdle
in the path of rapid mass conversion. In the Maoist Organization in Kandhmal,
majority of its armed gang are Christians who killed Swamiji on Krishna
Janmastami Day – the 23rd August 2008.
The various Church organizations have spread their well-knit tentacles in
every nook and corner of the country including Nepal, Bhutan and Myanmar. The
Catholic organizations have appointed Bishops and Archbishops throughout the
country to monitor the conversion business while Baptists and other protestant
Churches too have their own net work at national and international level. Thus,
they have gripped our country like an octopus. Madrassa and Masjid network of
Muslims are another octopus. These entire organizational network is meant for
conversion and secession.
In this context, the conversion is violence. It is violence to the deepest
person, the core person in the human being. The religious person is the deepest.
Since this person is hurt, I say, it is violence. It is pure violence. It wipes out
cultures. The native cultures of South America, North America and Australia have
all been destroyed. What about the Hawaiian culture? Gone! All the Janjati
cultures of Africa have been destroyed. Scores of cultures for the past two
thousand years are methodically destroyed. The humanity is suffering and poor
of it. With the destruction of religion comes the destruction of culture. When a
new religion replaces the old, the culture is destroyed. A culture cannot be
retained if the religions are destroyed because one cannot separate culture from
religion. Our religion and culture are intertwined. The religion has gone in the
fabric of culture. Every form of culture is connected to religion and the religion
itself is rooted in the spiritual wisdom. And therefore, there is no cultural form
unconnected to religion. Destruction of religion is, therefore, destruction of
religion. If this destruction is not violence, what is, then, violence?
The Muslim Invasion :About 1.3 billion Muslims of the world believe Islam to be the only true
religion and they believe Quran as the revelation of Allah and the only true path.
There is hardly any Hindu who has gone through the Quran diligently. As a
result, the Hindus have remained totally ignorant of the core reality behind the
Islamic invasions and onslaughts they have been facing for the last one thousand
years. The situation is further worsened by those Hindu secularists who, without
even turning a single page of the Quran, never cease to holler that ‘Islam
preaches tolerance towards all other religions; that it stands for universal
brotherhood; that Islam means peace and etc. etc’.
I request to take little trouble and read Quran thoroughly and diligently.
Don’t rely on what the secularists and the Muslim intellectuals say about the
doctrine of Islam.

Our Bharatvarsh was divided in 1947. Reason: The Muslims felt that they
could not live with Hindus. Result: Tens of millions of Hindus were slaughtered in
the land of their forefathers; tens of thousand of Hindu women were raped,
mutilated. Many, many of them were distributed among Allah’s faithfuls as
rewards of Jihad; again many were sold and purchased like cattle in the open
markets of Lahore, Karachi, Rawalpindi and Naokhali. At the cost of blood, flesh
and honour of millions of Hindus, a new state was born: Pakistan – a holy (Pak)
Land (Sthan) only for Muslims. But the Hindus who lost their lives, lands and
honour for the only “fault” of being Hindus, got such a secular Bharatvarsh to live
in where even after sixty years of partition, Hindu pilgrims got gunned down by
the Jehadis, their temples are blown up, train-full of Hindus get roasted alive in
the flames of Jehad where Hindu women are still abducted and raped by the
‘Jehadis’ and the Hindus of Kashmir, Mizoram and Assam are forced to live in
refugee camps in their own motherland. These have been precisely the
outcomes of the ‘Made in Europe’ brand of secularism imposed on us by the
professional secularists of our country.
In 1983, Sayed Sahabuddin, the eminent leader of the Bharatiya Muslims
remarked, “Hindus prefer secularism because they are cowards and are afraid of
Muslims. The Hindus have learnt to bend down like grass and lie down when
Muslim horsemen have trampled them.” (Sunday Magazine 20.03.1983). But
instead of pulling out his tongue for this remark we made this jehadi a Member of
Parliament. This unique specimen of secularism was first espoused in our
country by Gandhiji who said : “Hindus should never be angry against the
Muslims even if the latter might make up their minds to undo even their
existence. If they (Muslims) put all of us (Hindus) to the sword, we should court
death bravely.” This above example of ‘Bapuji brand secular wisdom’, explains
the ‘basic feature’ of this suicidal secularism prevailing in today’s Bharatvarsh.
And now, to pursue this “Gandhi-inspired” secularism we have a whole lot of
secularist politicians, intellectuals and media-men competing with each other to
prove their secular credentials. In this amazingly secularist establishment of the
country, honeymooning with the “Muslim League” and ‘Jehadi elements’ is
considered absolutely secular but even chanting the hymn of Sarawati or singing
of Vande Mataram or even hanging of portrait of Veer Savarkar-the great
revolutionary in the Central Hall of Parliament tantamount to communalism,
fascism and danger to the county. The Petro-dollar fed intellectuals, arms-chair
activist and media persons shed gallons of tears when the Hindus demolished a
monument of Islamic vandalism and reclaim the birth place of Sri Ram at
Ayodhya. From the ‘Ram Mandir Movement and Ram Setu Bachao Andolan’ to
‘America’s Iraq campaign’ and from the ‘Nuclear Test’ to ‘Saraswati Vandana’,
every such issue evokes severe condemnation and abusive rhetoric from these
self-styled conscience-keepers of the country. But when lakhs of Hindus
including Sikhs were uprooted from their homes in Kashmir, when innocent
Hindu pilgrims were sprayed with bullets on their way to the Amarnath shrine,
when devotees at Akshardham Mandir were blown up, when thousands and
thousands of Hindu women were gang-raped by the Muslims in Bangladesh,
when our Parliament and Jammu and Kashmir assembly were blasted by

Muslms Jehadis, when the Hindus of Nelli, Gohpur, Udalgudi, Darang, Tinsukia
and Guwahati of Assam were bombed, when thousands of Riyong Buddists were
killed and over fifty thousands of them were forcibly displaced in Mizoram, when
Chakma Buddists are tortured and discriminated by Christian Government of
Mizoram, when followers of Rani Gaidinliu (Heraka religion) and other indigenous
religions are subjected to torture in Nagaland, then these vanguards of
secularism are found to be maintaining a strange but obvious silence. And when
asked about their reaction to such atrocities on Hindus, very cautiously they say
that they condemn such acts of terrorism and then immediately add that Islam is
a religion of peace, it does not inspire acts of terrorism against the non-Muslims,
terrorists are only misusing Islam and that the terrorism should not be linked with
Islam and Muslim Community etc. They also speak the same about Christianity.
But the bare fact is that in most of the places of world where the Muslims are
there in substantial numbers, there prevail the problems of separatism, theocratic
excesses, persecution, Islamic terrorism and insurgency. In the subcontinent,
Bharatvarsh and Islamic Republic of Pakistan have fought four full scale wars
and Pakistan sponsored Islamic Jehadis are fighting secessionist battle in
Bharatvarsh. More than 5, 00,000 Hindus have been driven out from the Muslim
dominated Kashmir valley, more than 10,000 Bahratiya Security personnel’s
have been killed so far in Kashmir alone. Bomb-blasts by our home grown
Jehadis, extortion, rioting, abduction and rape of Hindu women in pocket areas
where Muslims are majority and continuous infiltration from Bangladesh have
become steady features of Islamic ‘holy war’ in Bharatvarsh. In Bangladesh, the
Islamic groups are persecuting the Hindus and Buddhists with the help of the
state Islamic machinery. In 1971, thousands of our soldiers sacrificed their lives
to liberate Bangladesh from clutches of Pakistan. But now in that same
Bangladesh, Hindu women are subjected to rape and forced marriage by the
Muslims. The Bangladesh provides space and facilities to terrorists’
organizations of Northeast region. It also arranges arms training for insurgents
Assam has been the hot-bed of Muslim terrorism. Since partition days
Muslims have an eye to turn Assam into a Muslims country and Pakistan and
Bangladesh are in league to carve out Assam from Bhararvarsh by pushing
Muslims from Bangladesh and creating terror there. Therefore, the bomb
explosions and terrorist acts of Muslim Jehadi organizations have become the
order of the day. The latest terrorist attacks on Hindus are in the month of
September in Udalguri and Darrang districts of Assam wherein 40 people were
killed and nearly 200 houses were burnt. Again, as many as 88 people have
been killed and over 800 injured in the nine synchronized blasts by Muslims
terrorists that rocked Assam on October 30.Almost eight districts of lower Assam
have become Muslim majority and these Bangladeshis are advancing towards
Upper Assam and neighboring states. There are several Islamic groups that have
kept army and intelligence officials on their toes. They are 1).Islamic
Revolutionary Front (IRF) 2).Islamic Liberation Army of Assam (ILAA) 3).Islamic
United Liberation Army (IULA) 4).Assam Minority Liberation Army (AMLA)
5).Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI) 6).Muslim United Front of Assam
(MUFA) 7).Muslim Liberation Tigers of Assam (MLTA) 8).Muslim Liberation Front

of Assam (MLFA) 9).United Special Reforms of Assam 10).Muslim Volunteers
Force 11).Tigers Liberation Front of Assam 12). Islamic Revolutionary Army
(IRA) 13).Saddam Bahini 14).Islamic Sevak Sangh (ISS) and 15).Bharatiya Islam
Sanskar Pratibad Bahini.As per intelligence input reported in media, ISI have
managed to infiltrate into Assam a number of its agents in the guise of Imams.
The Jamaat-e-Islami of both Pakistan and Bangladesh are maintaining close
links with Muslim militant organizations. All these Muslim organizations are
helping every new comer from Bangladesh and selfish politicians including Chief
Minister Tarun Gogoi of Assam are patronizing Bangladeshi Muslims keeping an
eye on their vote bank.
Arunachal is adjacent to Assam and these Muslims are penetrating into
our state too. The people of Arunachal Pradesh and the state Government
should effectively check the influx of foreigners from Bangladesh. The people
also should be alert against these Bangladeshis. These Muslims are now
adopting Hindu names and Hindu dress to hide their identity. They are marrying
local girls and creating a hybrid race which will prove a grave danger to the
native society.
A Wake up call to the youths
The politicians look for next election whereas the veterans of the society
look for next generation. The politician and state governments may ignore these
burning problems but the youths-the vital section of the society, cannot do so
because this will pose danger to the very existence of the society. Therefore, the
youths must come forward to protect our state from these dangers.
Also, the people of the state must cooperate with government in
establishing developmental projects which will be main stay of sustenance in
future. They should never create any hurdle in this regard.
The youths should be alert and resist conversion to Christianity and illegal
occupation of our land and resources by Bangladeshi Muslim infiltrators. The
Muslims should be socially boycotted. The youths should also check the
emergence of any insurgent organization which will destroy the peace and
harmony of the Society.
An Appeal to the State Government
The conversion to Christianity and influx of Muslims form Bangladesh has
bred scores of terrorist organizations in our neighboring states of Assam,
Nagalnd, Manipur and Tripura. If these twin problems could be checked, the
whole NE region could be peaceful and would have become one of the most
developed regions in the county. However, our state is still free from these
problems but the enemy forces have already entered into the state and they are
working over time to disturb the religious demography, cause social upheaval
and bloodshed and impede the economic development. We therefore, appeal to
state Government i) to frame operative rules pertaining to Freedom of Religion
Bill, 1978 ii) seal the state border and enforce the rigorous checking of Inner Line
Permit to prevent Muslims infiltration iii) detect and deport the Bangladeshis
already sneaked into the state not to Assam but to Bangladesh and iv) award
severe punishment to the illegal infiltrators so that they do not dare to sneak into
the state.

To the Media
The Media is called fourth pillar of the democracy for its significant but
constructive role in strengthening the democratic rule. But it has been noticed, of
late, that it is also engaged in demonizing Hindu organizations and glorifying the
anti-nationals on the plea of human rights. But nation is supreme and above all.
Who dies when nation lives and who lives when nation dies. While writing and
reporting, the media must keep national interest into the mind.
And Lastly to the Central Government
Of late, Hindu Sanyasins and patriotic organizations have been dubbed as
Hindu terrorist organizations. They are being framed under anti-terrorists laws
whereas real terrorists are at large. This will have a serious and grave
consequence on national security. It will also demoralize the patriotic forces. It
must be stopped, otherwise it will boomrang. On one hand, the Central
Government is funding the Haj pilgrims and on the other, they are torturing Hindu
sanyasins and patriotic organizations. This must stop immediately.
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